Abstract. Our approach of rule-based re nement 1 provides a formal description for the stepwise system development based on Petri nets. Rules with a left-hand and a right-hand side allow replacing subnets in a given algebraic high-level net system. The extension of these rules supports the preservation of system properties. In this paper we extend the preservation of safety properties signi cantly. We de ne rules, that introduce new safety properties. In our new approach we propose rst the veri cation of properties at the moment they can be expressed and then their preservation further on. Hence, properties can be checked as long as the system is still small. Moreover, introducing properties allows checking these for the relevant subpart only. Changes that are required later on can be treated the same way and hence preserve the system properties. Hence, we have made a step towards a formal technique for the stepwise system development during analysis and design.
Introduction
The need to ensure quality of software systems yields a demand for formal techniques for the assertion of system properties. The veri cation of a (sub)system usually takes place, after the system has been modeled. This is on the one hand costly, since it is a large and complex system. On the other hand subsequent changes require the repeated veri cation of the whole system once more. The approach we are suggesting solves this problem. We propose to introduce safety properties already during the stepwise development of the system model. Our approach is based on the rule-based re nement of Petri nets.
Petri nets have a long and successful story. The integration with data type descriptions has led in the 80's to powerful speci cation techniques (a summary can be found in JR91]). These techniques together with an adequate tool support, e.g. JCHH91,Jen92,Gru91,DG98,OSS94] are widely applied in practical system development. Here, we use algebraic high-level net systems Vau87,PER95,GPH00], an integration of place/transition nets (as in Rei85] or algebraically in MM90]) with algebraic speci cations in the sense of EM85]. Rule-based re nement of nets is obtained by the instantiation of high-level replacement systems EHKP91] by algebraic high-level net systems. Rules are given as a span of morphisms, mapping the interface to the left-hand as well as to the right-hand side. The application of a rule to a net system is a transformation and yields again a net system. This target net system is roughly the original one, where one subnet is replaced by another. Re nement rules, moreover have an additional morphism from the left-hand side to the right-hand side. This morphism then ensures the preservation of system properties in the sense of MP92].
In this paper safety properties are expressed in terms of certain temporal formulas over the markings of the net system. We introduce several morphisms of algebraic high-level net systems. Namely place preserving and transition gluing morphisms preserve safety properties. That is, if the safety properties hold in the domain of a morphisms then it holds in the codomain as well. We then present safety preserving rules yielding safety preserving transformations. Moreover, we present safety introducing rules. These add a new subnet together with a safety property over this subnet. Hence, new safety properties are introduced into the model and then preserved. The main result of this paper is that the introduced morphisms give rise to safety preserving rules and transformations in Theorems 1 and 2. Furthermore, rules for the introduction of new safety properties preserve the old safety properties and add new ones (see Theorem 3). Our approach allows the explicit introduction of safety properties as soon as they are expressible in the model. So once the corresponding system part is modeled the relevant safety properties can be expressed and veri ed. Hence, the veri cation takes place as soon as possible and more important as long as the model is fairly small. Moreover, we have the possibility to verify the safety properties for the relevant part only. Subsequently they are preserved throughout the remaining development process. In Concept 11 we describe this impact of our technical results.
The rst step to a rule-based re nement preserving safety properties has been presented for algebraic high-level net systems at FASE 98 PGE98]. We here give the new class of transition gluing morphisms. We show that these morphisms preserve safety properties and allow safety preserving rules (see Theorem 2). Moreover, our approach now comprises nets with an initial marking, i.e. net systems. Hence, we expand the notion of place preserving morphisms and ensure the desired properties (see Theorem 1). And we extend our approach to allow rules that explicitly introduce new safety properties. Details concerning the proofs and the lemmas in the appendix can be found in GPH00].
This paper is organized as follows: First in Section 2 we illustrate our notions by an example. Then (Section 3) we give the formal de nitions and state our results. At last we summarize our results and discuss future work.
Example: Medical Information System
In this section we motivate the notions and results of this paper in terms of a small example inspired by a case study Erm96] of the medical information system called Heterogeneous Distributed Information Management System (HDMS). On the one hand the aim of this section is to introduce the basic notions of the model (algebraic high-level net system), temporal logic formulas, and rule-based re nement on an intuitive level. On the other hand we demonstrate how safety properties are preserved using place preserving and transition gluing morphisms. These safety properties have to be proven only once for the rule introducing them. Our notions concerning safety introducing and preserving rules capture the intuitive understanding of such development steps, that cannot violate given safety properties. In Section 3 these notions are given formally.
An algebraic high-level net system consists | roughly speaking | of a Petri net with inscriptions of an algebraic speci cation de ning the data type part of the net system and an initial marking. The tokens are data elements of a Spec-Algebra EM85]. Figure 1 shows a sample net system, the subsystem blood count BC. The net system is inscribed with terms over the speci cation BC-Spec sketched below. The idea of the net system BC is to model the following situation at the hospital: The blood test of a patient arrives at the laboratory, denoted by the transition Taking blood pressure. Then the blood count is carried out, if demanded. Finally, the doctor is noti ed about the measured values. All these activities are represented as transitions in the net system BC. Furthermore we give the initial marking of BC. We here consider the A-quotient term algebra (see EM85]), the algebra generated according to the speci cation over carrier sets for names, doctors, resources etc. Assuming the carrier sets A Name = fSmith; Miller; : : :g and A Doctor = fDr: Frank; Dr: Brown : : :g we have the following initial marking M BC given by (Dr: Frank; doctor). Dr. Frank is at the ward, which is represented by the token on the place doctor.
We are now going to enhance the model with the blood value measurement of a patient at the ward. We achieve this by rst adding patients and their ward documents and the taking of blood pressure and blood test to the start net system BC, i.e. the application of the rule r int , depicted in Figure 2 . where u and v are speci c morphisms. The application of a rule to an algebraic high-level net system informally means replacing a subnet speci ed by the lefthand side of the rule with a net system speci ed by the right-hand side. More precisely, the rule r is applied to a net system G via an occurrence morphism g : L ! G. Then the deletion step and the construction step is de ned using two pushouts (for formal de nition see Appendix A). In our example the application of the rule r int to the net system BC yields the net system BVM1 2 , which consists of the right-hand side of the rule r int and the start net system BC. The initial marking of the net system on the right-hand side of r int is given by patients and their patient records, that is we have (Smith; patient at ward) (mk patrec(Smith; : : :); ward documents) (Miller; patient at ward) (mk patrec(Miller; : : :)ward documents)
The net system R INT on the right-hand side of the rule r int in Figure 2 is provided with an additional safety property. Such rules can be shown to be safety introducing (see De nition 9 and Theorem 3). Safety introducing rules are provided with additional safety properties for the right-hand side net system. This safety property is introduced to the resulting net system for each application of the rule. For the correct treatment of a patient we have to ensure the following: "whenever some patient is at the ward the corresponding patient record is within the ward documents". This safety property is not relevant before application of r int and even not expressible. After application of r int however it becomes crucial. First of all it has to be true on the level of rules, that is we have to verify it for the net system R INT. The safety property obviously holds in R INT. As this kind of rule preserves safety properties (see Theorem 3), it also holds in the net system BVM1 resulting of the application of r int to BC. In De nition 6 we de ne temporal logic formula over nets systems and their validity with respect to markings. Intuitively, a temporal logic formula states facts about markings and is given in terms of data elements of tokens on places. That is, the static formula (a; patient at ward) () ( In Figure 3 we give the rule r tg?tbp that identi es the transitions Taking blood pressure and Taking blood pressure and blood test. Applying r tg?tbp to the net system BVM1 yields the net system BVM2, that contains no longer isolated elements. As the morphism from L TG-TBP to R TG-TBP is transition gluing the safety property is preserved. Moreover the safety property holds in BVM2 as tgrules preserve safety properties (see Theorem 2). Figure 4 to the net system BVM2. This yields the net system BVM3, which consists of the net system BVM2 extended by the net system for planning of the next measurement. Rule r pp describes the insertion of the place values for hypertension test and the subsequent transition and the place schedule.
This describes that the values of the hypertension test in uence the schedule of the next measurement. As the rule r pp does not change the environment of places, it is called place preserving (see De nition 4). Applying this rule we again preserve the safety property. Especially, the introduced safety property is propagated to the resulting net system. The preservation of safety properties by place preserving rules is stated in Theorem 1. The main result of this paper is that we can introduce new safety properties, which have to be proven for the right-hand side of the safety introducing rules only. They are preserved by place preserving and transition gluing rules. In this way we can extend our example net system BVM by adding further safety properties. The given rules satisfy su cient conditions to ensure the propagation of safety properties. This is a great advantage for software development as safety properties can be proven in a subsystem of the whole model.
Safety Introducing and Preserving Rules
In this section we present our important conceptual result concerning a method for handling safety properties during software development. This result is supported by our main technical results stating the introduction and preservation of safety properties by special kinds of rules (For a review of rules and transformations see Appendix A). We formally de ne algebraic high-level (AHL) net systems given on an intuitive level in Section 2. For AHL net systems we introduce di erent notions of morphisms needed for safety preservation and their integration with rules. Based on the notion of safety property we also de ne safety preserving morphisms and rules. In our main theorems we show that the previously de ned rules are in fact safety preserving.
A detailed version of our notions, results and proofs can be found in GPH00], but would de nitely exceed the scope of the paper. In contrast to PGE98] AHL net systems comprise an initial marking. Examples of AHL net systems are depicted in the gures in Section 2. AHL net systems are provided with distinguishable tokens. These are denoted by tuples (a; p), where a 2 A is a data element and p 2 P is the place it resides on. Tokens are moved over the set of places by ring of transitions. This ring behaviour is given by adding and subtracting of tokens to and from a marking. This is achieved using the corresponding monoid operations (see Def. 16 in Appendix B), the tokens and a consistent assignment of variables.
Subsequently, we introduce various notions of morphisms for AHL net systems. These notions are based on the restriction of the initial marking, given in De nition 18 in Appendix B, and the pre-and post set, see De nition 17. All morphisms are specializations of so called loose morphisms. These give rise to the category QAHLSys which is of fundamental importance in the proofs of our main theorems. 2 ) = T f (' 1 )^T f (' 2 ) and T f ( ') = T f (').
De nition 2 (AHL Net System Morphisms and Categories). Given two
De nition 7 (Safety Preserving Morphism). A morphism f : N 1 ! N 2 is called safety preserving, i for all safety properties ' we have N 1 j = ' =) N 2 j = T f ( ').
De nition 8 captures the notion of safety preserving rules. There must be a safety preserving morphism both on the level of the rule as well as on the level of its application, i.e. the transformation.
De nition 8 (Safety Preserving Rule and Transformation). Given a rule r = (L K ! R) in an HLR system and an arbitrary morphism f : L ! R.
The pair (r; f) is a safety preserving rule, i 1. f is a safety preserving morphism 2. given a net N 1 , and an occurrence g 1 : L ! N 1 , the direct transformation N 1 r =) N 2 yields a safety preserving morphism f : N 1 ! N 2 .
We denote the direct transformation by N 1 (r;f) =) N 2 and call it safety preserving transformation, short sp-transformation.
Generally, it is di cult to determine in advance whether the application of a rule yields a special kind of morphism. However, the theory of Q-transformation introduced in Pad96,Pad99] and reviewed in Appendix A yields su cient criteria. These are employed in the proofs of the subsequent theorems. Proofs can can be sketched here only due to space limitation, for details see GPH00].
Theorem 1 (PP-Rules are Safety Preserving PGE98]). proven by contradiction that their components are pushouts in the underlying categories. Furthermore, the initial marking and the set of transition conditions of the pushout object is given by the supremum of the (translated) markings and conditions of the source net systems. These facts are basically used for the proof of preservation of pushouts and inheritance of transition gluing morphisms. Analogously, inheritance of transition gluing morphisms under coproducts uses the componentwise construction and corresponding facts about the initial marking and transition conditions. Our last main theorem concerns rules that introduce new safety properties. In fact, these are safety preserving as well. The introduction of safety properties by rules is given by safety properties saties ed by the AHL net system R and preserved by the occurence of R in the AHL net system N 2 . Hence then N 2 also satis ed this property. In this sense it is introduced.
De nition 9 (Safety Introducing). Given is place preserving. Thus si-rules are a special case of pp-rules and Theorem 1 yields the stated proposition.
Main Conceptual Result 11 (Stepwise Development of Safe Models).
The concept of introducing safety properties (see De nition 10) enables development of an AHL net system hand-in-hand with its safety properties. The safety property has to be proven only once for the right-hand side of the rule. Subsequent re nement by si-rules, pp-rules, or tg-rules does not only preserve the explicitly introduced, but also all implicit safety properties (see Theorems 1, 2, and 3). Hence, employing these kinds of rules in the development of a system supports the development of safe models.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented our approach of rule-based re nement based on the introduction and preservation of safety properties. The technical results concern algebraic high-level net systems. For those we present safety preserving morphisms, rules and transformations. Place preserving morphisms preserve safety properties, since the adjacency of the places is not changed. Transition gluing morphisms preserve safety properties since the glued transitions has the union of the pre and post domains of the mapped transitions. Both classes of morphisms satisfy the Q conditions (see Apendix A). Thus, we obtain safety preserving rules and transformations. Safety introducing rules add a new isolated subnet, that satis es some new safety property. Moreover, these rules preserve safety properties as the corresponding morphism is place preserving.
Conceptually, we have extended our approach of rule-based re nement. Rulebased re nement is a formal description of stepwise development of system model. This technique is especially useful in early phases of the software development process. Each step is given by an application of rules. These rules introduce new safety properties or preserve those that already hold in the system. These steps can even be taken in parallel provided some independence conditions are satis ed (for these results see Pad96, Pad99] ). Moreover, the compatibility with horizontal structuring techniques (as given in Pad99]) requires detailed knowledge of the transformation as well as the structuring technique. This can be expressed in independence conditions as they are given in our approach. The applicability fo safety introducing as well as preserving rules is the same as for usual rules in net transformation systems. The structure of the rules may prohibit the application of a rule to a given net. This is the case if its application could violate either the net or the safety property.
Future work concerns further system properties. Rule-based re nement has to be extended to comprise further system properties. Our approach is designed to include any system property provided it can be expressed using morphisms. Hence, we are going to investigate various morphism classes for certain properties. Liveness is one of those properties that are most interesting for this line of research. 
